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Make no doubt about it. This is a Decisive Moment for your money and America. By the US government’s own statistics, their money – the US dollar – has lost 96% of its purchasing power since it created the Federal Reserve in 1913.

On the other hand, the Liberty Dollar – a private, non-government currency that is neither a ‘coin’ nor ‘legal tender’ – offers Americans a legal, inflation proof way to conduct commerce and protect your purchasing power. In fact, since 1998 when the new gold and silver based Liberty Dollar was first introduced and quickly emerged as the currency of choice, it has doubled in value simply because gold and silver has doubled in value.

But the government does not want you to choose the Liberty Dollar. In fact they are doing everything to scare you into thinking it is illegal. They want you to continue to be impoverished slaves to their debt ridden, inflation prone and government promissory notes. Do not continue to be deceived. America is still great and will remain so only with sound money – like the gold and silver based Liberty Dollar.

So which would you prefer a currency that depreciates or a currency that appreciates in value? The US Dollar has a long history (92 years) of depreciation while gold and silver monies have a much longer history (5,000 years) of appreciation and providing price stability.

The US Mint would have you believe that the Liberty Dollar is illegal and on Thursday, September 14 issued a warning that it was a “Federal crime” to “utter” the Liberty Dollar. Sighting 18 USC code 486 they tried to convince debt weary Americans that it was a crime to protect their purchasing power by using the Liberty Dollar as voluntary barter.

On September 27, Marion Edwyn Harrison, Chief Counsel for the NORFED Inc. which distributes the Liberty Dollar asked Mr. Daniel P. Shaver, Chief Counsel to the US Mint: “What is the statutory, or any other, authority that confers upon the United States Mint and/or yourself the privilege, or any other right, to defame a citizen?”

To date the US Mint has not responded to this question except to use its propaganda machine to continue defaming the Liberty Dollar. This is in stark contrast to the US Mint, Department of the Treasury, and the Federal Reserve’s previous acknowledgements over the past eight years that the Liberty Dollar is legal. In fact, just two years ago, Andrew Williams, spokesman for the Federal Reserve Board in Washington DC said: “There is no law that says goods and services must be paid for with Federal Reserve notes. Parties entering into a transaction can establish any medium of exchange that is agreed upon.” This is further supported by the US Constitution guarantee of “right to contract” and the resumption of the “gold clause” that permits the legal use of gold as payment.
As the US Mint is unable to support its false claim, let along its own debt based money, it is no wonder that Americans are drawn to the Liberty Dollar, which is already America’s second most popular currency. Its use of a “fear campaign” has back-fired and driven government weary Americans to seek an alternative. Mike Johnson, the Executive Director of the Liberty Dollar reports that traffic to their web site is up TEN FOLD. And the volume of “currency exchanges” from the dreaded depreciating US Dollar to value based appreciating Liberty Dollar is up FIVE FOLD. Plus many of the orders contain poignant notes like: “US Mint can bit me! Send me the Liberty Dollar!”

In a day and age when “consenting adults” can do... and will do... what they want, don’t we have a right to use gold and silver between “consenting adults”? And doesn’t the US Constitution guarantee this? Of course it does. We choose – therefore we are free.

This is truly a Decisive Moment in our country’s history. Don’t let the government steal any more of your hard earned money by deception, inflation, or false claims. Americans are finally discovering the truth about their money and when presented with the facts, are voting with their pocket book. The Liberty Dollar stands at the ready...Our network of Regional Currency Offices with locations across America will exchange your Federal Reserve notes for gold and silver backed Liberty Dollars. Stop using the US dollar, start using the Liberty Dollar and return American to value – one Liberty Dollar at a time. Either change your money or lose it. Of course, I know not what you will choose, but as for me, give me Liberty (dollars) or give me death!

WE NEED YOUR HELP IN MOBILIZING CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRY!!

NORFED, since the day the US Mint posted its allegations, has attempted to contact relevant individuals within the United States Department of The Treasury, the United States Mint, and the Secret Service through our Counsel in Washington D.C. to no avail...No returned calls, letters, etc.

We believe the most effective course of action at this time is to put pressure on the respective Federal agencies through political channels...United States Congressional Representatives. We urge each and every one of you to pick up the phone and make direct personal contact with your Representative. Sending a letter or e-mail will not be effective as most receive hundreds of inquiries every day. If you personally know your local Representative or his/her staff member(s) please leverage that relationship. We need as many Representatives of the people as possible to contact the Federal agencies mentioned and demand answers!

Some discussion points:

- Recently NORFED aka the Liberty Dollar came under attack through a ‘warning’ posted on the US Mint website.
- The allegations refer to the use of Liberty Dollars as criminal, … “a Federal crime.” There has been no DIRECT contact with NORFED from any government agencies.
- The goal of the Liberty Dollar has been to use the gold and silver backed private currency in the marketplace for the exchange of goods and services with the primary purpose of shielding hard earned money from the ravages of inflation.
It is the right of an American citizen to exercise freedom of choice in bartering or transacting business...two chickens for a haircut, one shoeshine for a hamburger, ten Liberty Dollars for four gallons of gasoline.

We need our Representatives to make contact with these Federal agencies and get answers! Please lend a hand...

Change the money – Change the country. God bless America!

Please visit the Liberty Dollar at: www.LibertyDollar.org or call: 800.NEW.DOLLAR.